It’s no wonder Zombie™ is a force to be reckoned with! As the numbers demonstrate, these mechanical marvels are built to rise to every challenge.

**MONSTER JAM FACTS**

**30 HOURS**
From start to finish, the amount of labor involved in building a complete pair of Zombie™ arms.

**80 HOURS**
Amount of time for two technicians to assemble a Monster Jam® truck frame, built from more than 800 feet of tubing.

These BKT tires are specifically designed and built to meet the massive demands of Monster Jam trucks.

- **66” TALL**
- **43” WIDE**
- **645 POUNDS** Combined tire and wheel weight.

**Increased strength to minimize truck bounce** — inflated to the optimal tire pressure of 23 PSI.

The tires transfer energy to the suspension, which includes a set of nitrogen-charged shocks with 30” of travel.
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MONSTER JAM FACTS

The unbelievable feats of Monster Jam® trucks like the crazy El Toro Loco® defy all comprehension. Nothing can tame these wild beasts!

12,000 POUNDS
A truck like El Toro Loco® needs to go from zero to thirty miles per hour in only 1.52 seconds to achieve the proper launch velocity for a jump!

1,500 HORSEPOWER
Produced by the methanol-fueled engines in Monster Jam trucks (for comparison, the average pickup truck on the road produces 200–400HP).

45.472'
High jump height, in feet, reached by Cynthia Gauthier at Monster Jam World Finals XX— that's as tall as a four-story building.

3 Layers of fire-retardant protection built into the athletes' custom-fitted fire suits.

70 MPH.
Monster Jam trucks can reach speeds of up to 70 MPH.
ACROSS
2. What is the winning truck called?
6. Monster Jam® trucks have very big ____.
7. What is it called when trucks ride on their back wheels?
8. What is it called when two trucks compete to be the fastest?

DOWN
1. Which event has the BEST fans in the world? (two words)
3. Megalodon® lives at Monster Jam® events. Where do most sharks live?
4. A Megalodon is what kind of ocean animal?
5. What color is the Megalodon® Monster Truck?

Megalodon® made a big splash with its Monster Jam® debut in 2016. Can you use what you know about this JAWSOME truck to FIN-ish this crossword puzzle?
Max-D™ is lost in the dusty wastelands of the future! Help this indestructible legend navigate its way through the maze to the Monster Jam® finish line.
Grave Digger® is always seeking new ways to BURY the competition! DIG through the word search above to uncover all fifteen hidden Monster Jam® words and truck names.
These incredible shocks allow stunts that are nothing short of SHOCKING, from 30-foot-high jumps to backflips and slap wheelies.

Each shock is made up of over 20 custom parts and takes 45 minutes to completely rebuild.

Shocks are one of the most important features of a Monster Jam truck and combined with other safety features allow Monster Jam athletes to perform world-class stunts!

There are eight total shocks per truck with as much as 30 inches of travel — five times the amount of travel of a passenger car.

Each shock is filled with 250-450 pounds of nitrogen pressure over hydraulic fluid and weighs approximately 50 pounds.
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HELMET
Painted to match the theme of the truck, don’t let the colors fool you. These are fire resistant and Snell Foundation-approved to the latest standards. Jumps and stunts can be jarring upon landing, but the helmet, in conjunction with the head and neck restraint, provides the utmost protection. Helmets contain radios to allow driver and crew to maintain communication during the event as an added safety measure. Drivers also wear fire-resistant balaclavas, or head socks, beneath the helmet for more protection.

HEAD & NECK SUPPORT
These specially designed harnesses provide the driver stability during impacts from huge jumps. Driver preference determines brand or style, but all are approved by safety organizations.

FIRE SUIT
The driver’s body is encased in a custom fitted, fire-resistant suit. Composed of three layers of protective material, the suits must meet certain industry standards which are updated on a regular basis. Fire suits are also tailored to match the theme of the truck.

GLOVES
Each driver is required to protect his or her hands by wearing flame-resistant gloves. These gloves offer a tacky grip side to allow for better control of the steering wheel.

DRIVER SAFETY
No matter their background or how long they have been competing in Monster Jam, our driver athletes have an unwavering commitment to provide the best performance while in command of 12,000-pound Monster Jam trucks. To help drivers achieve their goals, Monster Jam continues to embrace the latest safety features designed to protect the drivers. While they perform the latest maneuvers and exhibit precision driving, protection becomes the constant.

SHOES
The drivers’ feet are protected by flame-resistant shoes that are also designed for better pedal feel. A thin but protective bottom provides optimal throttle and brake control.

MONSTER PROTECTION
For our world-class drivers, only the very best safety gear will do. Think of it as an extra layer of bravery – that leads to unbelievable action on the dirt!